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WHAT?
                              All people can fly.
It is regretable that it is possible only in one's sleep.

WHY?
In my creative work, most of all, I am interested in people,
“private individual” and his cooperation with society. When I try to understand, to realize somebody, I find two points of view for understanding the person, as I see it.
First, is society’s point of view, for example, what does it think about him and his family, his friends, his colleagues.
The second point of view is how the person sees himself,
what does he think about himself? How does he see himself?
So, his flying in his dream, I think, is one of the moments when a person completely open’s his potential, to becoming himself.
How do these two points of view interact with each other?
What kind of impact does society’s point of view have on a person’s self-identity?
Therefore, I would like to give everybody this note-book of questions.
This note-book gives everybody the  possibility, not only answer these questions, but charity ones pain and joy.
The other aim of this questionnaire is to get unrepeatable experiences of realization of ones life.
I think it is very important for everybody and better when people do it in private. I wish this project helps to find real differences / if they exist/ 
and help to perceive life as valuable.

HOW?

If you are young or old, if you are a student, businessman
or artist, whoever you are-
this note-book of questions is for you!
Alone or with ones friends, with ones family or with 
someone else- you can write in this note-book or draw,
just express yourself freely!
You can fill all of these lists or you may not.
If you don’t want to write your name, just write where you are from,how old you are …
After you have finished with this,please give this note-book to me- Tania /artist from Russia/
I would like to talk with you about your flying in your
dreams , and to make some pictures about it.


Thank you very much!
Sincerely yours,

TANIA





WHAT?





















WHY?






















HOW?

                   


IT’S MY LIFE…

 MY FRIENDS　                      EDUCATION
 MY HEALTH　                   RELAXATION
MY PROBLEMS
 DAY BY DAY　          MY FAMILY



WHAT I NEED?





















WHAT MAKES ME HAPPY?
 MY EXPECTATIONS　               MY HOPES　
 What I look for　               MY MEMORIES　
　　　　　　　　　　　　




















WHAT MAKES ME SAD?



WHAT MAKES ME ANGRY?



SOMETIMES I ASK
MYSELF WHY…?
IN THE WORLD       IN MY COUNTRY           IN MY CITY



I HOPE THAT…
YESTERDAY              NOW             TOMORROW 





















SOMETIMES I DREAM
ABOUT…




















I SEE THE WORLD 
MY COUNTRY
MY 
FUTURE AS…


















I HAVE SOME IDEAS…

















I’M GOING TO DO…




I DON’T WANT ANYMORE…





SOMETIMES,
IN MY DREAMS,
I FLY…





IF YOU WANT TO BE ANONYMOUS, 	
JUST GIVE AN INDICATION THAT 
HAS BEEN WRITTEN BY YOU


MY NAME 



I COME FROM 



I AM                                YEARS  OLD



DATE 



PLACE 

